Main Theme

CBI

Continuation (disrupted)

Cadential

Transition, Part 1 (Non-Modulating) or Transition (Non-Modulating)

CBI

Continuation => Cadential sequence

Standing on the Dominant

4-m. idea "b.i."

"c.i."

Transition, Part 2 (Modulating) or Subordinate Theme, Part 1

CBI

Continuation sequence

ext.
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Cadential model sequence 2-m. idca

B-flat: vii\(^{67}\) vii\(^{67}\) V\(^{43}\)

Cadential (continued) fragment

Closing Section codetta

Evaded Cadence I\(^{6}\) IV ii V\(^{7}\) I I\(^{6}\) IV ii V\(^{7}\) I
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